Better information leads to better patient care.

When it comes to caring for patients, having a wealth of current, evidence-based information is essential to making better-informed decisions.

Find evidence-based answers, anytime.

The best patient outcomes are the result of well-informed diagnoses and treatment plans. Finding answers from current, trusted journal articles, textbooks, and point-of-care references across medical specialties can help you make decisions based on the best evidence.

84% of surveyed clinicians rate ClinicalKey’s ability to provide trusted, current content as better than other clinical reference solutions they have used.1

84% of surveyed clinicians rate ClinicalKey’s ability to meet diverse content needs as better than other clinical reference solutions they have used.3

80% of surveyed clinicians rate ClinicalKey to be effective for obtaining comprehensive, complete clinical information.2

92% of surveyed clinicians report they could find the information they needed 25% faster or more using ClinicalKey compared to other clinical reference solutions they have used.5

76% of surveyed clinicians rate ClinicalKey’s ease of use as better than other clinical reference solutions they have used.4

75% of surveyed clinicians report that they find answers they need 25% faster or more using ClinicalKey compared to other clinical reference solutions they have used.5

80% of surveyed clinicians rate ClinicalKey’s ability to save them time as better than other clinical reference solutions they have used.6

76% of surveyed clinicians rate ClinicalKey’s ability to help them increase care quality as better than other clinical reference solutions they have used.7

Make the most of your time with patients.

When patients have questions, getting answers quick is important. With a comprehensive look at disease risk factors, clinical manifestations, and treatment information all in one place, you can search less and share more.

84% of surveyed clinicians rate ClinicalKey’s ability to help them increase care quality as better than other clinical reference solutions they have used.7

Keeping up with best practices is key.

As technology and best practices continually evolve, staying on top of the latest developments can be a challenge. Access to a wide range of relevant resources, indexed daily, helps to maximise productivity.

80% of surveyed clinicians rate ClinicalKey’s ability to provide trusted, current content as better than other clinical reference solutions they have used.1

84% of surveyed clinicians find ClinicalKey more of a value add than other clinical reference solutions they have used?2
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Clinicians have experienced many benefits as a result of using ClinicalKey, including:

- Better patient outcomes
- More informed clinical decisions
- Reduced or prevented cost of unnecessary tests and treatments
- Cost-effective decisions regarding patient care
- Better care for patients as a result of getting quicker answers
- Reduced time searching for the right information
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Endnotes: